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Our skin, gender, sex, race, sexuality, culture and lived
experience is never separate from the way we physically

move through the world.

“When we speak of the ills of the world… 
we are talking about things that happen to bodies.” 

-Sonya Renee Taylor. 



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

How does embodiment and creativity
impact our engagement with an issue
or complex topic? 

Can embodiment and creativity be tools
for facilitating understanding across
difference? 

Can the practice of embodiment and
creativity generate increased empathy? 
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Use embodiment to help unpack difficult
topics and conversations

1.

2. Understand how presence and physicality
can be used to help create empathy and

connection

OBJECTIVES



Free master class. 

Lunch with interested students, faculty

and staff. 

Artist talk or lecture-demonstration

of their work. 

Interview with CT research interns. 

EACH ARTIST RESIDENCY CONSISTED OF: 

Multiple Classes taught in departments

across the college.

Participating Departments:

 Dance; Film and Media; Music;
English; Political Science;

Education Studies;
Environmental Studies; 
Gender, Sexuality, and

Feminist Studies; and Luso-
Hispanic Studies. 

As well as multiple 
Engaged Listening cohorts of

faculty and staff. 











⅓ OF PARTICIPANTS NEVER PARTICIPATED IN
ANY DANCE EVENTS OR COURSES ON CAMPUS

508 VOLUNTARY, ANONYMOUS RESPONSES
OVER THE COURSE OF 6 ARTIST RESIDENCIES

“The workshop tookme out of the Midd
bubble, I had thepossibility to be myselfin collaboration with

others”



DEEPENING EMPATHY

Nearly 200 hand-written responses mentioned
connection to other participants and embodied
interactions leading to increase empathy,

awareness, and presence.



“I learned that I am more capable
than I thought”

“...navigating
discomfort without
words and how to
express complex

issues non
verbally”

How does embodiment and creativity impact our
engagement with an issue or complex topic? 


